Crowdmark is a collaborative grading and assessment solution.

Crowdmark streamlines paper-based and remote assessments enabling educators to grade up to 3x faster than traditional grading while leaving richer feedback for students.

**SAVE TIME**
We streamline grading of short and long answers with a full suite of grading tools while automatically grading multiple choice bubble sheets. Student work is returned electronically to their Crowdmark portfolio. Faculty and teaching assistants can grade exams and homework anywhere, anytime by accessing Crowdmark via any Internet connected device including desktops, laptops, and tablets. Crowdmark is integrated with all major LMSs.

**RICHER FEEDBACK**
Crowdmark enables educators to leave richer more personalized feedback for students. A key advantage is that the feedback is left directly on the students’ work to support student understanding of errors including comments, hyperlinks to resources, images, and graphs. Rubrics, marking schemes and comments can be created in advance and shared with the grading team to ensure consistency and reliability.

**ONLINE, IN-CLASS OR HYBRID**
Whether you are online, hybrid or back to class, Crowdmark meets all your grading and assessment needs. Replace your fragmented tools with one simple software solution for exams, homework, labs and quizzes. We offer synchronous and asynchronous remote assessment workflows with 3 different question options: handwritten work, text entry and multiple choice. Crowdmark is effective for small classes as well as classes with thousands of students.

Crowdmark may be licenced by individual departments, faculties, or entire institutions. Our platform is LTI compliant and may be integrated with Blackboard, Canvas, D2L Brightspace, Sakai, and Moodle.

To learn more, or to start a trial, contact us at info@crowdmark.com